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QUick Up yoUr

Fast track ideation
poWereD by sTories & neUroscience

iDeas



mUlTinaTional
Think like a

moVe like a sTarT-Up



We are not reinventing the wheel. 
We’re reinventing the revolution.  
Innovation is everywhere. NPD 
gets more frequent. And everybody 
wants instant gratification and an 
instant return. 

Product development cycles  
are getting shorter and everyone’s 
boredom threshold is getting lower.

We’ve been innovating, developing, 
naming, marketing, branding 
and advertising new products 
for too many years to mention. 
Technology moves quickly but 

creativity is still at the heart of 
it all and experience is the key 
to speeding up the process.

We get right to the crux of the 
problem. We instinctively know 
which ideas are worth pursuing 
and when you’ve hit on a bigger 
idea. (And there is always a 
bigger idea).

So do we have a magic formula  
to make getting ideas faster? 
Absolutely not. Creativity is an 
incredibly messy, unpredictable  
business. The messier and more 

unpredictable the better in our 
opinion. What we do have though 
is knowledge of how to prepare 
the mind for creative thinking 
and to let the magic happen.  
And once ideas begin to surface 
we know how to recognise the 
best of them. And shape them  
for the market faster.

People don’t know what they want, but they want it now.

in a nUTshell

QUick Up  
yoUr iDeas

JUsT goT FasTereVeryThing

• Marketing & advertising
• NPD, product prototyping & packaging
• Implicit research & neuro testing
• Brand creation & naming
• Brand positioning
• Brand identity

oUr serVices



EPiK means offering added value

EPiK means helping clients think bigger

EPiK means moving faster

The one that drives all your marketing with its host 
of sub stories. 

You may come to us with a brief for some packaging…
What’s to stop you coming up with an idea for 
a TV campaign?

In our experience the creative process involved is 
exactly the same…So why not make the most of it? 

Whatever you come to us with, we think beyond  
the job itself to the real issue at hand. We look 
at the core idea that can inspire a whole raft of 
other applications.

Advertising, packaging new products – they all have 
one thing in common. They need a single-minded idea. 
Tales that are big enough and engaging enough to 
wag the brand.

Clients we’ve worked with:

We’re about discovering the biggest story for your brand.

The big iDea
behinD The big iDea



We come from a background  
of traditional brand positioning. 
Brand Pyramids, Brand Houses, 
Brand Keys – you name it,  
we know our onions. 
We then discovered a faster way to the heart 
of the brand is through looking at a brand as a story. 
Stories act on a subconscious level and deal with 
meaning, which is why we became interested in 
neuroscience, building tools that enable us to gain 
true ‘innersights’ that validate ideas and stimulate 
new ones. 

neUroscience

sTory
branD

posiTioning
We are  

here



Workshops

Analysing a brand as  
elements of a story is a fast  
and enlightening way to get 
to the heart of a product  
or company and stimulate 
concepts and ideas.
The model we use has evolved over many  
years, incorporating Hollywood techniques  
and storytelling theory.

We’ll tailor workshops to explore brand  
positioning, new campaign ideas, product 
development or any area you wish to probe.

moDellingsTory

Workshop

Marketing has for a long time tried to personify 
brands by identifying them with a particular 
character. Archetypes go much deeper than 
that. They look at the issue the other way around. 
What part of an inborn human need or desire 
does a product or service satisfy? Archetypes 
reveal  our unconscious needs and desires 
and are used by Hollywood and big international 
brands to explore authentic connections with 
their audiences. 

branD archeType

In what kind of world does the 
story take place? What are the 
issues that a current audience 
can relate to and understand? 

conTeXT

What is the core archetype we 
are trying to connect with in  
our audience ? Who are the  
key characters in the story?  
Are they real or fictional? 

characTer

Without struggle there is no story. 
If we are fighting for something 
we are by definition also fighting 
against something. What are  
the big issues we are trying to 
resolve? Who or what could  
that bring us into conflict with? 

sTrUggles

What is the desire that drives the 
action? It’s not what is happening 
but why it’s happening. 

moTiVe

Where does the story start? 
What event upsets the balance 
of life and sets in motion a series 
of events that make the story?

inciTing inciDenT



Workshops

The TesT 
oF Time

Our ‘Time Cover’ exercise is one of 
the most successful ways of exploring 
a brand’s long-term motives. Imagining 
your cover story on a popular global 
magazine like Time or any other periodical 
is a much more immersive way to uncover 
the traditional ‘mission statement’ and 
discuss ‘brand causes’ or deeper motives.

sTory
Digging

research
reaDy

We prepare for workshops 
by delving into backstories, 
not just of the brand but the 
entire category. We bring research, 
expertise and prospective stories 
and ideas (adcepts) to stimulate 
thinking, discussion and 
collaborative creativity.  

Concepts created for workshops 
can, with minimal tweaking, 
be made ready for focus groups  
and online research. 



npD, innoVaTion & proToTyping

oUr FasT Track  
FormUla For  
proToTyping 
From workshop ideas and concept 
briefs Taste Pilots has taken food 
concepts to market within 
6 months. We have developed 
new food ideas for global food 
corporations like kraft Foods  
and hormel Foods in Europe, the US  
and Asia, and novel drink concepts 
for The coca-cola company. 
With our commercial food scientist 
and food and drink partners we can 
help formulate your kitchen idea 
for the commercial market in our 
short run factory, name it, brand it, 
package it and get it ready for 
the shelf. We can start with 
a blank sheet of paper or help 
you experiment with your 
own ideas for NPD. 

We don’t stop at food and drink. 
We can also offer inspiration  
for novel extensions into other 
products or even apps and games.

bomboletta. 
one entrepreneur’s 
vision realised.

LOREM IPSUM
short run production and bottling

ROADSH
OW

Danepak rapid rashers. 
From concept naming through  
to pack design and TV advert.



neUroscience

consUmersknoW WhaT

are really Thinking
get answers in as little as 48 hoursWe can build, distribute andanalyse Implicit tests faster than ever before. Tests can be builtfrom scratch or made to mirrorexisting research. Tests can bedistributed and completed via phone or email meaning lightingfast results. 

mindshot is EPiK’s proprietary 
neuroscience tool developed in 
conjunction with neuroscience 
specialist Split Second Research. 
Mindshot uses implicit  reaction 
time to offer the quickest most 
cost-effective way to test 
subconscious attributes. 

MRI’s and other measurement 
techniques are expensive and 
can’t offer the quick results 
you need in everyday marketing. 
Measures like facial expression 
and eye tracking are providing 
good clues but nothing seems to 
be as convenient, as unobtrusive, 
or as successful at predicting 
consumer intention as Implicit 
Reaction Time tests.

it’s not possible for shoppers to

make a considered rational judgment

for every item of display in a store  

it would simply take too long.

mari (marketing at retail initiative)

Mindshot can be 
distributed via phone, 

desktop or tablet.  
It’s an ideal instant 

yardstick for creative 
solutions or attitude 

measurement  over time 
– such as for voting

preferences or other 
social markers. 

research to trust implicitly

Implicit Reaction time is the easiest way to

gain true, unbiased consumer reactions to:

creaTiVe concepTs 
neW proDUcT DeVelopmenT 

insTore markeTing  

pack Designs  
pricing sTraTegies

gather insight 

Implicit Reaction time tests have

a huge range of applications and

can be used to gather insights on

social attitudes and personal biases.

We can provide Creative Concepts, 

Test Packaging and NPD ideas  

for testing.

OBSERVATION REACTION

neUro-impliciT eXpliciT

EXPRESSION

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.1 1.2 +1sec

getting into subconscious coffee cues

for The coca-cola company.



We ThoUghT bigger

We moVeD QUicker

We need to rationalise 147 water

brands under 5 creative platforms...

and we’ve got 3 months
Can you turn

that into a film?

We’ve got to run a story workshop
involving our European CMO…it’s in 2 weeks

We need to create a product, 

prototype it and research  

it over 3 continents



branD DeVelopmenT, posiTioning, npD & innoVaTion

lasTing  
happiness
Keeping ideas fizzing  
for The Coca-Cola Company
We have been rostered with  
The Coca-Cola Company for  
nearly 15 years and it is where  
we discovered our passion for 
stories. Our biggest ever story 
emerged from a project for 
Minute Maid orange juice where 
our positioning evolved into  
the Open Happiness platform  
for the core brand. 

Since then we have worked  
on dozens of projects creating 
fast track opportunities for new 
drinks and research concepts 
and promoting new category 
opportunities in hot beverages. 
We helped rationalise the 
creative platforms for 
The Coca-Cola Company’s 147 
global water brands and helped 
to shape the functional drinks 
strategy for the whole European 
Market. We are now helping 
name, package and develop 
Emerging Brands concepts for 
research and development.  

ACTIVEHYDRATION

COCONUTWATERON THE GOLOW CALORIEISOTONICFROM THE 
GREEN COCONUTzico.com/uk



branD DeVelopmenT, posiTioning, npD & innoVaTion

our project for sarson’s vinegar is a perfect example of how digging into 
a brand’s past can reveal some hidden gems for its future-facing stories. 

A visit to the factory in Middleton in Manchester became an inspiration. 
Sarson’s revealed a world of wooden vats and provenance of ingredients 
that would be the envy of most craft beers. Sarson’s goes through 
a craft brewing process every bit as complex as the finest beers. 
In fact they brew a hop-free ale before it’s ‘acetified‘ in Siberian 
pine vats, some of which are over 150 years old. 

We felt Sarson’s could reclaim its rightful place as a craft 
brewed product and re-establish itself as a premium 
British brand in the minds of consumers. During the 
course of our Story Digging we discovered a page 
from a chemist’s notebook that led to the creation 
of a stronger roasted malt product that had excited 
customers in research and perfectly supported 
the repositioning of Sarson’s craftsmanship.    

Since then we have worked on NPD to  
extend the Sarson’s range of authentic 
British Vinegars and undertaken design 
for the  launch of sauces for the 
Branston Pickle Brand.

The original 
craFT  
breWer

Sarson’s vinegar is a brand that has been 
familiar in Britain since the Victorian era. 
Sarson’s is now owned by Japanese company 
Mizkan, who with their own 19th Century 
heritage and range of Japanese vinegars 
and condiments are a perfect partner for 
Sarson’s development. Sarson’s also own 
Branston Pickle and Haywards Pickled Onions, 
two other heritage household brands. 

Our research identified the site 
of Sarson’s first factory of 1794. 
It turned out to be at the trendiest 
heart of London, off Old Street 
Roundabout in Shoreditch, 
bringing ‘Craft Brewing’ full circle. 



branD reposiTioning

hovis is a classic British brand  
with a rich history, but what  
was its relevance to a modern 
consumer beyond misty-eyed 
nostalgia? 

This was one of the first projects where we used  
our story modelling to unpick history and tell  
a new story that today’s consumers could relate  
to and that could drive the brand’s evolution. 

Richard Stoney Smith was a health pioneer  
who believed in the goodness of wheatgerm. 
He struggled for years to find a way to stabilise 
the germ and mix it back into the bread. 
Wheat germ contains the concentrated nutrients  
that generate the wheat plant’s growth.  
As such it becomes a magical ingredient  
that taps into a much bigger concept of  
life and growth.

The germ oFhoVis

THE

www.hovisbakery.co.uk

THE HOVIS_STORY_V7greg.indd   1-2

31/07/2013   10:55

a moDern iDea

brand story book

regerminating 
the brand as life 
and growth.



hormel 
FooDs 
hormel Foods corp. 
is one of the world’s 
largest food companies 
with a revenue of 
$9 billion and over 
20,000 employees 
in 75 countries. 
We have worked with Hormel® in the US 
and UK on the global iconic SPAM® brand, 
contributed to global brand workshops 
for Skippy® and Muscle Milk®, launched 
STAGG Chili® in the UK and have been 
involved in market modelling and NPD 
for a range of projects in Europe, 
the US and Asia.  

npD formulation 
and branding 
muscle milk® 
positioning and 
social media.

launch of 
the sTagg 
chili® brand 
in the Uk

branD DeVelopmenT, posiTioning, npD & innoVaTion



keeping  
a VeTeran 
canneD  
meaT  
sizzling©
Our relationship with the  
legendary chopped pork and ham 
has continued for nearly 20 years. 
Over that time we have made the 
spam® brand ‘Hammier than Ham’, 
showed its versatility in a ‘Spam® 
Can’ campaign and worked with 
the creators of SPAMalot™. 
Each positioning has been 
taken through from TV to press 
to online and social media with 
a National UK tour to bring the 
SPAM®   brand face-to-face 
with its fanatical audience. 

The SPAM®  brand is a marketing 
legend, with over 150,000 
Facebook fans. We react 
to rapidly changing tastes 
and trends while rising to 
the challenge of making 
an age old classic relevant 
to modern audiences. 
In the words of our first TV 
commercial... Spam Up!™

ROADSH
OW

ROADSHOW CHEF

inTegraTeD campaigns



branD DeVelopmenT, posiTioning

bringing
ForesTry 
oUT oF The
WooDs
Forestry England – formerly the Forestry Commission - 
was commemorating 100 years in forestry in 2019. 
We were brought in to consolidate their brand story to mark 
this important anniversary and to promote greater understanding 
of the brand as it went forward. We acknowledged that 
the role of the commission had evolved over the years. 
What needed highlighting was the part it played in 
developing the countryside for recreation and in 
influencing the aesthetics of the landscape. 

‘Shaping landscapes for the nation’ was chosen 
to highlight the importance, scale and long-term 
goals of Forestry England’s role. Being ‘landscapers’ 
was a concept people could readily understand. 
Tackling that complex job on a national scale, 
and influencing how our countryside 
and cities will look, feel and be used 
in the future can change our 
perception of Forestry. 

Shaping landscapes

for the nation...
• Health: discovering the species best suited to carbon capture, improving our air quality, encouraging exercise and promoting the benefits of trees for our health and well-being.
• Inspiration: encouraging the long tradition of the woods being used to encourage writers and artists.

• Heritage: preserving our historical environments and features and providing better access for education.

• Urban nature: we are bringing trees to people, and looking for opportunities to plant new forests near cities.

• Research: in conjunction with Forest Research and others we are testing disease-resistant trees and researching species for a changing climate.
• The world: we are sharing our knowledge with forestry organisations around the world. 

• The environment: planning and planting to adapt to a changing climate, increasing pests and diseases, to help to reduce flooding and capture carbon.
• The economy: providing timber for everything from cardboard to construction, but taking into account the added value of trees whether in the country or urban spaces.
• Conservation: providing homes for wildlife, protecting and conserving threatened trees from around the world.

• Adventure: for running, cycling and other activities.
• Relaxation: providing access - helping people access the quietest, most beautiful areas for recreation and leisure.

We are shaping landscapes for...

20

21

brand story book

We found inspiration in 
Dame sylvia crowe, the 
first Landscape Consultant 
appointed by the Forestry 
Commission in the 70’s and in 
Forestry Design Plans that 
revealed the detail and 
long-sightedness of plans that 
looked forward up to a century 
in the future. How many jobs 
involve considering impacts 
beyond our lifetime? 

As we approach the 100 year milestone of our 
organisation we wanted to review our history 
and look to where we are heading over the 
next 100 years.

The proposed sell-off of forests in 2010 
showed that forestry is a very emotive issue 
for the public. Since then we have undertaken 
lots of research into attitudes and opinions 
about forestry in England. What do people 
think of us? What do people think we do? 
How do they use our forests? Why do they 
use our forests? More importantly how 
do we distill everything we’ve learned into 
something practical that our staff can learn 
from and use in their everyday operations?

We are a brand with a logo open to the same 
kinds of perceptions as a soft drink or an 
insurance company. It will stand for many 
different things for many different people. 
Like many other organisations this can be 
used to our advantage to help us be clear 
about what we want to mean to a wide range 
of audiences. The best way to achieve this 
is by creating a coherent brand ‘story’ that 
everyone can understand and use.

Introduction

2
3



branD DeVelopmenT, posiTioning branD DeVelopmenT, DesTinaTion branDing 

FolloWing 
The TracTor 

There Was 
someThing 
in The air..
Branding Swansea 

red Tractor is the independent 
farm and food assurance 
scheme driving world leading 
standards for British food. 
78,000 British farms operate to Red Tractor 
Standards and the logo is found on £14 billion 
worth of British food. We ran workshops and the 
research to establish the positioning for the brand 
and were also responsible for supporting the 
launch of their animated national TV campaign.

Summoning a sense of place and identity is always a challenge. 
For Swansea, we were briefed to create a brand that could be the 
core message for tourism, education and inward investment. 

Our research told us that only 26% of people could identify 
Swansea on a map and over 30% didn’t even know it was on 
the coast. Swansea also suffered from perceptions that it 
was “old-fashioned, industrial and built up”.  

Yet Swansea is set in a bay with over 30 miles of 
coastline, 50 beaches and 4 nature reserves. 
We developed a brand positioning that played on 
its geographical positioning, and on a physical 
truth we had already experienced for ourselves 
on a bright blustery day. There was a rare 
quality to the air that comes from its coastal 
peninsula setting. We saw Swansea as  
‘a breath of fresh living’ with a sense of 
space, and a healthier, more balanced 
environment for living, learning and 
leisure. The feeling of invigoration 
translated to all our target markets 
in our eventual strapline of 
‘It’s a Bay of Life’. 

FOLLOW THE TRACTOR 



Applications Brochure

www.eluxemgroup.com

The Eluxem Consulting Group Brand Story Book. 21

A brand story goes beyond the benefits that a company offers
in its marketplace. A brand story is more than a brand’s history.
Narrative stories endure because they touch on life issues that
cross cultures. They have morals and lessons that are timeless.
In the same way brand stories focus on something more than 
the products or services that a brand sells. Brand stories tap into 
something bigger than the brand itself.

What were the values that Eluxem 
was founded on? How do these 
shape our future – as well as our 
past? How can these connect 
emotionally with a wider audience 
than our immediate industry? 

The Big Kerbang is a London
based company that specializes
in uncovering longer lasting brand
stories. They were engaged to
identify an Eluxem’s ‘core story’ that 
would be compelling, emotionally 
engaging and that would drive  
all our communications for years 
to come.

www.thebigkerbang.com

What is a Brand Story?

The Eluxem Consulting Group Brand Story Book. 5
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branD creaTion 

branD 
neW 
If you come with an idea, 
or a blank sheet of paper, 
we are happy to help 
nurture your idea and 
take it from naming 
and brand identity 
through to the creation 
of marketing collateral.   

0
1

www.strausslogistics.com

Vehicle livery

The Strauss Brand Story Book. Vehicle livery            14



branDing  
ThaT goes 
The DisTance
For the creation of the  
Wales coast path brand we  
were briefed to come up with 
something unique, memorable 
and easy to follow. We needed  
a symbol that evoked all the 
myths and stories associated 
with Wales’ legendary coastline. 
The dragon shell developed into  
a legend all by itself and the 
greatest honour has been to see 
it immortalised in both signage  
and stone. 

branD creaTion

NORTH 
WALES CO

AST PAT
H

 Brand Manual September 2009

discover
wales coast path

 Brand Manual September 2009

discover
wales coast path



b2b rebranDing

creaTing 
a neW age 
oF Daring
The merger of scanmar and 
marketing QeD was where a force  
in data integration met a pioneer 
of data modelling.

Our story was inspired by the fact 
that while companies all talked a 
big data story, few were confident 
about it. We likened the big data 
revolution to the first era of space 
exploration, which was also 
a golden era for marketing.

We wanted to tap into the 
excitement and optimism of 
that period and usher in a new 
era of ‘corporate exploration‘. 
ScanmarQED products gave 
marketing departments 
the confidence to use data 
modelling to explore and 
be more experimental.

Marketers could ‘dare to 
do more with their data’ 
and support a new era of 
creativity backed by data. 
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